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Abstract
In this paper we extend the HKLL holographic smearing function method to re-
construct (quasi)local AdS bulk scalar observables in the background of a large AdS
black hole formed by null shell collapse (a “pure state” black hole), from the dual CFT
which is undergoing a sudden quench. In particular, we probe the near horizon and
sub-horizon bulk locality. First we construct local bulk operators from the CFT in the
leading semiclassical limit, N → ∞. Then we look at effects due to the finiteness of
N , where we propose a suitable coarse-graining prescription involving early and late
time cut-offs to define semiclassical bulk observables which are approximately local;
their departure from locality being non-perturbatively small in N . Our results have
important implications on the black hole information problem.
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1 Introduction
The AdS/CFT duality [1, 2, 3, 4] is, in principle, a fully non-perturbative definition of quan-
tum gravity in asymptotically anti deSitter spacetimes (aAdSd+1) in terms of a large N
factorizable conformal field theory supported on its conformal boundary (CFTd). This defi-
nition is manifestly holographic [5, 6, 7] but manifestly background dependent as well. One of
the litmus tests for any such candidate theory of quantum gravity is the successful resolution
of the black hole information paradox [8]. AdS/CFT duality, of course, by definition, takes
care of this paradox since any process in quantum gravity in aAdSd+1, including formation
and evaporation of black holes, is postulated to be described by a unitary dynamics of a local
quantum field theory (CFTd). However, this is true only at the level of principle, we are still
in the process of understanding how in practice, quantum corrections in a CFT bring about
restoration/recovery of bulk information from an evaporating black hole. The issue here
is two-fold, first the mapping between gravitational degrees of freedom and gauge theory
degrees of freedom is highly non-trivial and non-local and second, all semiclassical processes
in the gravity side map to highly quantum and strongly coupled field theory dynamics. The
usual approach of investigators motivated in issues on the gravity side, has been to sidestep
the problem of solving a strongly coupled field theory, and just assume that a solution to
strongly coupled field exists in principle but the details of the solution to field theory are
not important. This is justified since black holes display a great degree of universality and
hence their dynamics should not depend on the specific details type of field theory, but in-
stead only on broad-based or universal features of any large N CFT. Then the crucial task
becomes to properly map the gravitational degrees of freedom to the field theory degrees of
freedom, which again should be independent of the detailed property of the specific CFT
model/lagrangian.
Since majority of the interesting questions and issues on the gravity side (bulk) such
as interiors of horizon or singularities are posed in terms of local probes, we are interested
in identifying CFT degrees of freedom which describe approximate local bulk gravitational
physics1. Such a program was initiated since the early days of AdS/CFT [9, 10, 11, 12] and
was brought to the best possible shape in the approach of Hamilton, Kabat, Lifschytz, Lowe
(HKLL) and their collaborators [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. This map, known as the
HKLL smearing function in trade, reconstructs local bulk operators as delocalized operators
in the CFT. Its construction is governed entirely by the CFT state (e.g. part of the conformal
symmetries respected by the state), the particular representation of the CFT operator, and
1The original GKPW map [2, 3] is not suitable for describing normalizable bulk fluctations in terms of
which (quatum) local bulk physics is posed.
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crucially, the requirement of bulk micro-causality. A natural consequence of these require-
ments is that the resultant bulk operator automatically satisfies bulk equations of motion
derived from some local bulk lagrangian. In this sense this construction can be best thought
as an inverse LSZ construction i.e. recovering a local bulk field theory from asymptotic data.
The aim of this work is to construct CFT representations for quasi local operators in a
collapsing black hole (BH) geometry in asymptotically AdS background, first in the lead-
ing semiclassical approximation, and then incorporating the effects of finiteness of N2. The
first part of work involves extending to arbitrary higher dimensions, the smearing function
construction of the two dimensional (AdS2) null-shell collapse example [22] treated in the
leading semiclassical approximation (N → ∞). Such a construction for the collapse case
was suggested in an earlier work [15]. In [15] the smearing function for eternal black holes
in AdS3 i.e. BTZ was worked out with smearing support on a single boundary by analytic
continuation of boundary time to complex values. That construction [15], in itself is highly
significant, as local observables both outside and inside the event horizon are represented as
delocalized (smeared) operators in a single CFT Hilbert space supported on the sole asymp-
totic boundary. However, for eternal AdS black holes in arbitrary dimensions, there exists an
alternative prescription by Maldacena [23] to reconstruct the bulk as an entangled state in the
product Hilbert space of two copies of CFT’s supported on each asymptotic boundary, called
the thermofield double construction (TF) [24]. Such a construction entails access to both
CFT’s to reconstruct all regions, inside and outside horizons of the eternal black hole geom-
etry. However for black holes formed via collapse of a shell of matter, the second asymptotic
region never existed, and hence there are no alternative prescriptions to describe the region
behind the horizon using the “second” CFT. Our construction, closes this existing gap in
the literature regarding reconstruction of single exterior black holes from the boundary CFT.
Next, we look at effects of finite (but still very large) N . This is the most important part
of the paper. For the eternal Schwarzschild AdS (SAdS) black hole, effects of the finiteness
of N were captured in the smearing construction through the late time cut-off proposed
in [16, 17, 25]. These late time cut-offs were designed to capture the late time behavior
of Green’s functions in the dual CFT at finite N [26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]. At finite N ,
Green’s functions start to depart from their thermal expectation values as the CFT begins
to sense the discreteness of its spectra and further able to distinguish or discern individual
microstates. As such, bulk local operators inserted deep inside the bulk which are smeared
operators in the CFT with smearing support extending to very late times, become only ap-
proximately local at large but finite N . Local bulk operators which do not have smearing
2In a CFT the factorization parameter is the central charge, c which scales with the number of
color/species as, c ∼ N2. However, here we are denoting the factorization parameter by N , in a some-
what abuse of notation.
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support at late times can of course stay local even at very large but finite N . Kabat and
Lifschytz [25], building on earlier work [16, 17], advocated a sensible way to capture this
aspect of a putative local bulk operator by introducing a late time cut-off in the smearing
integral. Smearing CFT operators over time intervals (durations) any larger than this late
time, say tmax would seriously affect its bulk behavior and it would not be interpreted as a
local operator propagating in a semiclassical bulk black hole spacetime. However for the col-
lapse case, one also has to include early time cut-off effects of the finiteness of N . The dual
process in the CFT is the eigenstate thermalization phenomenon hypothesized by Deutsch
[32] and Srednicki [33]. One must wait till the black hole pure state “thermalizes” i.e. the
CFT is no longer able to identify its precise microstate. At finite N this time is non-zero
and hence one needs to incorporate this effect by inserting a early time cut-off, tmin
3. In
executing such a modification, the guiding philosophy is same as that of Kabat and Lifschytz
[25] -
At finite (but large) N , one can only define local bulk operators approximately. This ap-
proximate local description is obtained by discarding the part of the CFT correlators which
are sensitive to the detailed microstate/ pure state which collapses.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we start off by reviewing the local bulk
construction in eternal SAdS backgrounds and for bulk points both inside and outside the
horizon in terms of both left and right CFT operators. Then following [15], we review how to
modify this construction using operators with support on only one boundary. In section 3 we
present an alternative way to construct these bulk operators for eternal SAdS backgrounds
which we will later use for the collapsing scenario. Sections 4 and 5 present our main results.
There we use the machinery described in the previous sections to write down bulk operators
at various regions of the AdS-Vaidya geometry and their finite N modifications. Towards the
end, in section 6 we discuss alternative approaches to bulk reconstruction for pure state black
holes and highlight their similarities and differences with our construction. We comment on
the implications of our work on black hole information problem/firewall paradox. Finally,in
section 7 we mention some open issues for future work.
3Here, in the CFT, we have a so called “quench” process - a far off-equilibrium CFT rapidly relaxing
via strong self-coupling. And the time we are concerned about is the decoherence time, after which the
CFT is unable to recall its initial pure state (which is the precise quantum gravity microstate) and is well
approximated by a coarse-grained state in gravity described by a semiclassical geometry. This time is also
different from the quasinormal time scale (over which the black hole loses hair) as quasinormal phenomena
is covered well inside the domain of local semiclassical bulk physics.
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2 Review of eternal SAdS bulk reconstruction
Here we expand on the construction in appendix A of [25] and especially, for points inside the
event horizon where some features might have been implicitly understood or assumed by the
authors but which we explicitly detail herein. As was pointed out in the previous section, a
manifestly regular smearing function with compact support only exists when boundary spa-
tial coordinates are continued to purely imaginary values - a spatial Wick Rotation . If one
strictly adheres to real values of the boundary spatial coordinates, the smearing functions
do not exist in general [15], and one has to work with singular smearing distributions [34]. A
compromising alternative is to work with the smearing function in (boundary) momentum
space instead of position space [35].
The AdS Schwarzschild (SAdSd+1) geometry is given by the metric,
ds2 = −f(r)dt2 + dr
2
f(r)
+ r2dΩ2d−1, (1)
where f(r) is the “blackening function”,
f(r) = 1 +
r2
R2
−
(
1 +
r20
R2
)
rd−20
rd−2
.
r0 is the horizon radius
4 and R is the AdS radius. dΩ2d−1 is the metric on Sd−1:
dΩ2d−1 = dθ
2 + sin2 θdΩ2d−2, 0 < θ < pi.
The Penrose diagram for SAdSd+1 is shown in figure 1. Note that unlike the BTZ or AdS2
black hole, the Penrose diagram for SAdS in general dimensions is not a square; the past
and future singularities get bowed in [36].
It was shown in [25], that a local scalar bulk operator, Φ(r, t, θ = 0), inserted outside
the horizon, i.e. r > r0, (indicated by the locations P in quadrant I and Q in quadrant III
4Note that here in the metric we have traded the black hole mass parameter M for the horizon radius,
r0. They are related as,
16piGM
(d− 1)Sd−1 =
(
1 +
r20
R2
)
rd−20
with Sd−1 is the volume of the (d− 1)-sphere.
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Figure 1: The Penrose diagram of an eternal AdS Schwarzschild black hole. The red curved
lines at the top and the bottom are the future and past curvature singularities. P and Q
are local bulk operator insertions outside the event horizon and the yellow segments on the
boundary are their respective boundary smearing function support.
in figure 1) can be reconstructed as a boundary smearing of the dual CFT operator O (of
appropriate conformal dimension ∆), over a region of the respective asymptotic boundary
as follows:
Φ(r, t, θ = 0,Ωd−2) =
ˆ
spacelike
dt′dφ′dΩ′d−2 K(r, t, θ = 0,Ωd−2|t′, φ′,Ω′d−2)O(t′, φ′,Ω′d−2).
(2)
Here, φ′ ≡ iθ is the imaginary angular coordinate, and the domain of integration is of course
over the boundary regions, spacelike separated from the point of insertion of the bulk op-
erator. Although it appears strange at first to have boundary spatial coordinates such as θ
“Wick rotated” to purely imaginary coordinates φ′, it becomes very natural when we look
what happens to the geometry under this “spatial” Wick roation. Turning the angle θ to
imaginary values as in φ, converts the SAdS metric (1) into a metric which is asymptoti-
cally de Sitter5, and then the smearing function is given by the retarded Green’s function
supported on the dS past infinity. Although an exact analytic form of the SAdS smearing
function is unknown, barring special cases d = 1, 2, its existence is guaranteed by the fact
that one can analytically continue to an asymptotic de Sitter spacetime and that in de Sitter
an unique solution to the Cauchy problem can exist with past infinity serving as the Cauchy
surface. For our purposes the existence of the smearing function is all we need, not the
detailed analytic form or a closed form expression in terms of special functions. In fact it
is known that the mode solutions to Klein-Gordon operator in SAdS background cannot be
solved analytically but only numerically (other than the special cases, d = 1, 2)6.
5With an overall signature flip of the metric.
6For d = 4, these modes are the Heun’s functions, for which we do not have any closed form expression
5
A noteworthy feature of this construction is that as the point of insertion of the bulk
operator is made to approach the future (past) event horizon, the domain of the boundary
smearing in the time direction spreads all the way to the future (past) infinity. This is quite
natural as an event horizon is a global feature of a spacetime and for the CFT to reconstruct
it would require one to make CFT measurements to all the way future or past, depending
on whether it is a future horizon or past horizon respectively.
2.1 Boundary representation of operator insertions within the
horizon
For operator insertions inside the event horizon, say the point R in quadrant II, indicated
in figure 2, the above construction, which maps a local bulk operator to data on spacelike
separated points on the boundary, needs to be adjusted. This is because the spacelike sepa-
rated regions of R on the right boundary, “spills over” to a part of the curvature singularity,
r = 0 (see in figure 2 (a), the region enclosed between the null lines emanating from R).
For the spinless BTZ black hole or the AdS2 “black hole” this situation was tackled in
[13, 15, 16] by using the “antipodal map” of the (global) AdS hyperboloid as these black
holes are quotients of pure AdS. One starts with Rindler like coordinate patches of the global
AdS. As in figure 2, the global spacelike smearing function support “spills over” to a “post-
singularity” region in quadrant II of the BTZ-like/Rindler coordinate patch, but this spill
over portion can be mapped back to the second asymptotic boundary using the antipodal
map of the Global AdS hyperboloid. There is no problem in using this global AdS3 smearing
expression for BTZ - while taking the quotient to form a black hole makes one periodically
identify the spatial boundary coordinate along the real axis, the smearing function is only
over purely imaginary values of the boundary coordinates. Suppressing the coordinates of
the point R, then we have the following boundary representation of the local operator placed
either.
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Figure 2: The Penrose diagram of an eternal AdS Schwarzschild black hole with an operator
inserted at R inside the black hole horizon. a) Spacelike separated region to the right of
the point R exceeds the right boundary and spills over to the singularity. b) The smearing
function support (yellow segments) of the inside horizon insertion, at R - left boundary
support is over timelike separated points and while right boundary support is over spacelike
points. Similar smearing constructions are present for BTZ case as well as described below.
at R:7
ΦBTZ(R) =
ˆ
spacelike
dy [z σ(R|y, z)]∆−2OR∆(y)+
ˆ
timelike
dy′ [−z′ σ(R|y′, z′)]∆−2 (−)∆OL∆(y′).
(3)
Here y(y′) is condensed notation for all the right (left) boundary coordinates. The first
integral is a smeared operator on the right boundary (the superscript R denotes that) and
the smearing is over points on the complexified right boundary which is spacelike separated.
On the other hand, the second integral is a smeared operator on the left boundary. This is
shown in figure 2 (b). Also σ(R|y, z) is the AdS-invariant “chordal distance” while what we
have in the expression, is the regulated chordal distance which remains finite as the point
(y, z) is taken to the boundary, z → 0.
The Global AdS3 vacuum is of course non-invariant under the quotienting as field modes
must be periodic under the quotienting. So instead of the AdS vacuum, we get the Kruskal
or Hartle-Hawking state, i.e. the state which is left invariant under the action of the residual
global symmetry8.
7The z coordinate here (and also later on) is just a radial coordinate which puts the conformal boundary
at z → 0; not to be confused with the usual notation for Poincare´ coordinate’s radial direction.
8Quotienting makes the fields periodic along the quotient directions; breaks down the global symmetry
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However, higher dimensional eternal SAdS black holes are not quotients of pure AdS and
hence one cannot use the antipodal map9. Despite that, we expect a similar construction
to also hold for a higher dimensional SAdS black hole. A direct evidence for that is the
prescription of Maldacena [23] for the eternal SAdS black hole in general dimensions. Ac-
cording to Maldacena, the quantum gravity state of the eternal SAdS black hole aka the
Hartle-Hawking vacuum is given by “thermofield double” state which is a very special en-
tangled state of two identical CFT’s supported on the two asymptotic boundaries of the
eternal SAdS geometry:
|Ψ〉Hartle−Hawking =
∑
n
e−βEn/2 |En〉L ⊗ |En〉R. (4)
As such all correlators of supergravity operators in the Hartle-Hawking vacuum must be
reproduced by the correlators of their respective CFT operator representations in the CFT
entangled state. Indeed, it was shown in [15, 16] that for d = 2, the CFT smeared representa-
tion (3), reproduces supergravity correlators in the Hartle-Hawking vacuum. So we combine
insights and propose an ansatz of the form parallel to (3), for inside horizon operators in the
background of general dimensional SAdS black holes,
Φ(R) =
ˆ
spacelike
dy KSAdS(R|y)OR∆(y) +
ˆ
timelike
dy′ KSAdS(R|y′)f(∆, R, y′)OL∆(y′). (5)
The choice of the support of the smearing to be restricted to timelike separated points on the
other/left boundary is motivated by the fact that for an outside horizon bulk operator the
support on the far boundary must vanish entirely 10. The function, f(∆, R, y′) is hitherto
unspecified but can be worked out by demanding that it be such that the CFT representation
(5) reproduce the supergravity correlators. For example, consider the correlator of this
ansatz operator with an operator on the right boundary. For the smearing construction to
be compatible with Maldacena [23],
〈Φ(R)OR∆(w)〉Hartle−Hawking =
ˆ
spacelike
dy KSAdS(R|y) 〈OR∆(w)OR∆(y)〉TF +
ˆ
timelike
dy′ KSAdS(R|y′)f(∆, s(R, y′)) 〈OL∆(w)OR∆(y′)〉TF ,
from SO(2, 2) to SO(2)× R.
9Although this trick of using antipodal maps would work for higher dimensional hyperbolic black holes in
AdS. We do not consider the hyperbolic AdS black hole case as they are not suitable for collapse situations
unlike the SAdS case.
10However, this left-side smearing function with a timelike support should not be construed as being
derived from a retarded Green’s function through a Green’s theorem. In fact, recall that in the BTZ case
of [15, 16] this left-side smearing was derived from a spacelike smearing from the “spillover” portion of the
right boundary across the singularity using the anti-podal map.
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Here we have used the subscript TF to denote correlators in the thermal entangled state of
the two CFT’s while s(R, y′) is the regulated geodesic distance from the point of insertion
R to a point on the complexified left boundary with coordinate y′11. One can in principle
determine the left hand side of the above equation from the supergravity computations by
taking the (right) boundary limit of the second operator which is an outside horizon insertion,
〈Φ(R)OR∆(w)〉Hartle−Hawking = lim
z→0
z−∆ 〈Φ(R)Φ(z, w)〉Hartle−Hawking,
while regarding the right hand side (rhs), one has knowledge of the thermofield correlators
from thermal CFT computations and KSAdS (from continuation from de Sitter), as well as the
domain of integrations. Enforcing this equality lets one figure out the hitherto f(∆, s(R, y′)),
in principle (For BTZ, f = f(∆) = (−)2∆−2, i.e. a pure phase). We will not try to compute
f explicitly as the integrals on the rhs cannot be done analytically. As it has been mentioned
before, the analytic expressions for KSAdS are unavailable, and we will just be content with
the knowledge that such a solution exists in principle.
2.2 Eternal black holes in a single CFT
Following Maldacena [23], it has become customary to view that the eternal AdS black hole
is the dual to the thermally entangled pure state of two identical CFT’s called the thermofield
double state. These two CFT’s are supported on the two spatial infinities (boundaries) of
the two asymptotic regions of the eternal SAdS geometry. However in our view it is better
to think of the eternal SAdS black hole as the dual geometry corresponding to a single CFT,
but in a mixed (thermal) state - described by the canonical ensemble density operator. This
might seem to be a very superficial difference in effect, but in concept there is a significant
shift. An elementary result in quantum mechanics is that every mixed state or mixed den-
sity matrix can have several “purifications”. This means one can express the mixed state
density matrix of the system as a reduced density matrix when one considers the original
system, say A to be a part of a larger Hilbert space, to wit, A×B (where B is an auxiliary
Hilbert space) and subsequently “tracing over” B. Maldacena’s picture of the eternal SAdS
black hole then becomes one of the many possible purifications of a thermal state but this
particular purification is especially appealing because the auxiliary Hilbert space, B has a
11The geodesic distance between a point in the bulk, say R and a point with coordinates(z′, y′) approaching
the asymptotic AdS boundary diverges as some powers of radial coordinate, in this case z′. Just as in the
case for BTZ, we need to multiply the geodesic length by appropriate factors of the radial coordinate z′ of
the point which is approaching the boundary, to define a regulated geodesic distance. For pure AdS, this is
well-known, s ∼ limz′→0 z′σ(z,X|z′, X ′) where σ is the AdS-invariant chordal distance.
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natural support on the spatial boundary of the second asymptotic region. However this
logic would become cumbersome if we were to apply it to a charged or spinning black hole
which usually has infinite numbers of asymptotic regions. This picture would compel us to
describe the charged or spinning black hole as a dual to entangled states over infinite copies
of CFT’s, supported on the boundaries of these infinite asymptotic regions. So instead, we
insist on viewing the eternal SAdS black hole as a thermal mixed state of a single CFT.
The fact that putting the CFT at finite temperature does not change the spectrum means
we can use the same operators as in the zero temperature version, to create and destroy
quanta. Then it becomes obvious that excitations of such a system at finite temperature,
such as local operators everywhere in the eternal SAdS geometry, including those behind
the horizons, can be accomplished by operators acting on states of single CFT/ boundary.
Maldacena’s purification of thermal state of single CFT in terms of a pure entangled state
of two separate CFT’s have somehow led to the general impression that excitations in the
eternal SAdS geometry, in particular sub-horizon excitations cannot be described in a single
CFT. However to highlight the conceptual parallel to the collapse black hole situation, we
emphasize the point of describing the entire eternal SAdS geometry as thermal state of a
single CFT, because the CFT pure state (which forms the black hole) would look like a ther-
mal state in a short time (eigenstate thermalization time) i.e. like an eternal AdS geometry.
To develop things further, we re-express the smearing expressions for sub-horizon operator
insertions in (5) on a single boundary. The way to accomplish this is by promoting the
Schwarzschild time coordinate from a local real coordinate defined only in region I to a
global but complex coordinate following [36]. On crossing horizon the global Schwarzschild
time coordinate picks up imaginary parts. The imaginary parts in the four quadrants of any
maximally extended Schwarzschild geometry can be chosen as follows:
Im(t) =

0, I
−i β/4 II
−i β/2 III
+i β/4 IV
(6)
Here β is the inverse Hawking temperature. For the eternal SAdS black hole,
β = 4pi/
(
d r0
R2
+
d− 2
r0
)
. (7)
The real part of the Schwarzschild time also reverses direction, when one moves from quad-
rant I to quadrant III. A result of adopting such a complex global Schwarzschild time
coordinate is that correlators of (normalizable) SUGRA operators supported on quadrant
III, ΦL(t,Ωd−2) in the Kruskal or Hartle-Hawking state is identical to correlators of SUGRA
operators on the right on quadrant I with right time coordinate shifted in the imaginary
10
direction:
〈ΦL(r, t,Ωd−2) . . . 〉Hartle−Hawking = 〈ΦR(r, t− iβ/2,Ωd−2) . . . 〉Hartle−Hawking. (8)
Since AdS/CFT dictionary identifies boundary limits of normalizable operators with op-
erators on the CFT, we can substitute the left boundary CFT operators acting on the
thermofield state by the action of right boundary operators with analytically extended time
coordinate12 :
〈OL(t,Ωd−2) . . .〉TF = 〈OR(t− iβ/2,Ωd−2) . . .〉TF . (9)
Using this mapping, the boundary smearing representation of sub-horizon operator insertion
in (5) is re-expressed in terms of operators supported on the right boundary continued to
complex time:
Φ(R) =
ˆ
spacelike
dy KSAdS(R|y)OR∆(y)+
ˆ ∞
y′min
dy′KSAdS(R|y′)f(∆, R, y′)OR∆(y′0−iβ/2,Ωd−2)
(10)
Here y′min is the Schwarzschild time coordinate of the point where a null ray from R hits the
left boundary. Changing variables, y′ → −y′, we obtain,
Φ(R) =
ˆ
spacelike
dy KSAdS(R|y)OR∆(y)+
ˆ −y′min
−∞
dy′KSAdS(R|−y′)f(∆, R,−y′)OR∆(−y′0−iβ/2).
(11)
However the second integral may now be thought of as over the right boundary with com-
plexified time (and space). This is depicted in figure 3. Note that since the right boundary
smearing is over a time range with a non-vanishing imaginary part, the figure is not entirely
accurate. We have just shown the real part of the time range on the right boundary smearing
(green). The imaginary time direction is perpendicular to the plane of the paper.
12In a CFT at finite temperature, we study real-time thermal Wightman functions
GRR(t,Ωd−2; 0) = Tr
[
e−βH O(t,Ωd−2)O(0, 0)
]
In our case this is the gauge theory supported on the right boundary, which explains the subscript RR. If we
analytically continue these right boundary gauge theory Wightman functions to complex time, we compute
the correlation function of operators inserted on opposite asymptotic boundaries
GLR(t,Ωd−2; 0) = Tr
[
e−βH O(t− iβ/2,Ωd−2)O(0, 0)
]
= GRR(t− iβ/2,Ωd−2; 0).
It is crucially important to note that as we are working at the level of the Green’s functions, these resulting
bulk-boundary relations are to be understood inside a correlation function and not as an operator equations.
An operator level identity is much harder to come by and progress in this direction has been made recently in
[37] and their follow-ups, where it has been argued that a notion of “state dependence” in quantum gravity
is necessary to obtain a rigorous bulk-boundary operator correspondence. This is still a subject of ongoing
research, which we won’t be discussing here further; although see section 6 for a brief discussion.
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Figure 3: The smearing function support for sub-horizon operators. Using complexified
Schwarzschild time one can bring over the smearing integral over the left boundary, shown
in yellow at the bottom left corner, to its symmetric region on the right boundary, shown in
green at the bottom right corner.
This expression could be put to use to represent fields in the single exterior black holes,
such as the RP2 geon [38]. There is no physical second/left boundary in that case, however
we can always define analogous operators within a single (right) boundary CFT using the
map (9) because the state of the system allows us to do so. This is how or why state depen-
dence is fundamentally built into the bulk-boundary map.
For future reference, we note here that using boundary time evolution, we have,
O (−t− iβ/2) = ei2HtO(t− iβ/2)e−i2Ht.
Here, H is the undeformed CFT Hamiltonian. Using this forward time evolution, we can
bring the contribution from the green segment in figure 3 which is in the t < 0 half to t > 0
half. This is shown in figure 4.
After this evolution, we can re-express a bulk sub-horizon bulk insertion in (11) in terms
of time-evolved operators accompanied by a flip of sign of time variable, y′:
Φ(R) =
ˆ
spacelike
dy KSAdS(R|y)OR∆(y)+
ˆ ∞
y′min
dy′KSAdS(R|y′)f(∆, R, y′)ei2Hy′0OR∆(y′0−iβ/2)e−i2Hy
′0
(12)
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Figure 4: The smearing function support for sub-horizon operators. The contribution of the
region shown in green at the bottom i.e t < 0 of figure 3 can be time-evolved and converted
into a integral in the t > 0 half, shown in this figure in green again.
3 An alternative eternal SAdS smearing
To prepare the ground for our treatment of the collapse situation, we present an alternative
smearing function for the eternal SAdS. This new construction is identical to the Kabat-
Lifschytz construction [25] for local bulk operator insertions at points outside the horizon
such as quadrant I, but it differs for operator insertions in the interior quadrant II as indi-
cated in figure 5.
A local bulk operator at R is first expressed as an integral over the horizons (u = 0∪v = 0
in SAdS Kruskal coordinates [1]) using retarded Green’s functions for SAdS geometry.
Φ(R) =
ˆ
u→0
√
hdv dΩ′d−1
[
GSAdS(R|u, v)←→∇ uΦ(u, v)
]
+
ˆ
v→0
√
hdu dΩ′d−1
[
GSAdS(R|u, v)←→∇ vΦ(u, v)
]
. (13)
This is indicated in the figure by the yellow segments OA (on v = 0) and OB (on u = 0). h
is the induced metric on the u(v) = 0 surfaces, and Ω′ is the usual solid angle on the Sd−1 on
the horizons (suppressed in the figure). Then each integral over the horizon is re-expressed
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Figure 5: The alternative smearing function support for sub-horizon operators.
as integrals over respective boundaries (green and cyan) using the usual SAdS smearing, i.e.
we plug the following expressions
lim
u→0
Φ(u, v) =
ˆ
Right
dt dΩ′′d−1 KSAdS(u, v|t,Ω′′d−1)OR(t,Ω′′d−1),
lim
v→0
Φ(u, v) =
ˆ
Left
dt dΩ′′d−1 KSAdS(u, v|t,Ω′′d−1)OL(t,Ω′′d−1),
in the previous expression (13) and obtain,
Φ(R) =
ˆ
Right
dt dΩ′′d−1
(ˆ
u→0
√
hdv dΩ′d−1 GSAdS(R|u, v)
←→∇ uKSAdS(u, v|t,Ω′′d−1)
)
OR(t,Ω′′d−1)
+
ˆ
Left
dt dΩ′′d−1
(ˆ
v→0
√
hdu dΩ′d−1 GSAdS(R|u, v)
←→∇ vKSAdS(u, v|t,Ω′′d−1)
)
OL(t,Ω′′d−1)
(14)
Notice now the smearing regions are completely non-compact (both to the past and future).
When R approaches either of the horizons, say u = 0, then it is clear from the figure that
the intercept, OA on the other horizon, v = 0 vanishes and thus one has a smearing rep-
resentation on a single (right) boundary. Note that in such limits, i.e. when the point R
approaches u = 0 (v = 0), we are left with only the first term (second term) on the rhs of
(14). But note that in this limit, we also know how to represent the point R as a smeared
boundary operator over compactified right (left) bondary region. Thus we get an identity
between the integrals appearing in (14) and the usual smearing integrals. These identities
can be used to justify our constructions (and to some extent can serve as a partial proof) in
the next sections, where we apply this technique to AdS-Vaidya geometry.
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4 Black holes by collapse: the Vaidya-AdS spacetime
The eternal black hole, while being conceptually simpler, is too exotic for realistic physical
situations. Such a geometry cannot be produced via gravitational collapse. In order to gain
insight into how holography informs the dynamics of quantum gravity one needs to consider
more physical situations where a black hole forms out of gravitational collapse of matter-
energy. One such simple example of a collapse geometry is the Vaidya-AdS spacetime. The
Vaidya-AdS spacetime is constituted by taking the right (I) and future (II) regions of an
eternal SAdSd+1 black hole and joining them across the in-falling null shell to a piece of
AdSd+1. The Penrose diagram of the Vaidya-AdS geometry is shown in figure 6.
r
=
r 0
r = 0
v
=
0
r = 0
P
I
II
III
IV
S
Figure 6: The Penrose diagram of the Vaidya AdS spacetime. The trajectory of the imploding
null shell, is shown in blue (solid). The (future) singularity and the center of global AdS,
both at r = 0 are represented by red segments. The dashed blue segment is the (future)
event horizon. P and S are local operator insertions.
The imploding shell is described by a spherically symmetric “null shock” i.e. the Vaidya
geometry is a solution to Einstein’s equation with the shell stress-tensor of the form of a
Dirac delta function supported on an in-falling null-ray, v = 0. The metric is expressed as:
ds2 = −f(r, v)dv2 + 2dvdr + r2dΩ2d−1,
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where dΩ2d−1 is the metric on the Sd−1. The function f(r, v) is discontinuous across the
shock, v = 0:
f(r, v) = 1 +
r2
R2
− θ(v)
(
1 +
r20
R2
)
rd−20
rd−2
.
Here r0 is the horizon radius and R is the AdS radius. We are interested in forming a “large”
black hole, for which r0 > R.
Note that the Vaidya-AdS spacetime is divided into four distinguishable regions, indicated
by the roman numerals, I − IV in the Penrose diagram, depending on whether they are to
the past or future of the shell and whether they lie to the interior or exterior to the horizon,
r = r0.
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For each coordinate patch, one can introduce a local tortoise coordinates, (r∗, t) defined
by,
r∗ =
ˆ r dr
f(r)
+ C
t = v − r∗. (15)
We shall discriminate the local tortoise coordinates by use of different subscripts
(
r∗f , tf
)
for v > 0 and (r∗i , ti) for v < 0. In the tortoise coordinates the Vaidya-AdS metric assumes
the familiar form,
ds2 = −f(r(r∗)) (dt2 + dr∗2)+ r2(r∗)dΩ2d−1.
Note that in these coordinates lightcones are shifted across v = 0 in a Penrose diagram
i.e. the tortoise coordinates are discontinuous across v = 0 in general. However we shall
choose the integration constants, Ci/f in defining r
∗ so that they agree at the asymptotic
timelike infinity,
r∗f = r
∗
i = 0 at r →∞.
This automatically ensures, t’s are also continuous across the shock at asymptotic boundary.
ti(v → 0−, r →∞) = tf (v → 0+, r →∞) = 0.
This continuous Schwarzschild time at the boundary serves as the CFT time and will be
denoted by t or t′ in what follows.
13Of course for the region III i.e. v < 0 ∩ r < r0, there is no horizon as the shell has not yet collapsed
inside its Schwarzschild radius. Nevertheless, it is still a trapped region, and we will keep referring to region
III as to the “past of the shell, inside the horizon” without any confusion or inconsistency.
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What is the dual boundary picture that corresponds to this Vaidya geometry? The dual
boundary process is that of a thermalization following a “sudden quench”. One turns on a
source in the CFT that couples to a relevant operator, for a very short duration. The source
pumps in some finite amount of energy, say E, into the CFT and sends it to an excited level,
the energy density of the excited boundary state is O(N) since it is dual to a large black
hole in the bulk. Thereafter the excited but isolated CFT “relaxes” i.e. the energy E gets
“equipartitioned”14 through strong nonlinear (chaotic) self-interactions of the CFT [39] in
the limit of large system size i.e. N → ∞. This is the so called Pure state or Eigenstate
thermalization phenonmenon [32, 33, 40]. They are hypothesized under very broad and
generic conditions, to explain the observation that systems which are initially prepared in
far off-equilibrium states, tend to evolve in time to a state which appears to be in thermal
equilibrium as a result of chaotic/ non-linear interactions. This is currently a highly active
topic of investigation and its implications for AdS/CFT and gravity is being explored as well
[41]. We give a concise summary of this in the appendix A.
4.1 Bulk reconstruction in the Vaidya-SAdS geometry
Now we construct boundary smearing representation of normalizable local bulk (supergrav-
ity) operators for the Vaidya-AdS spacetime. In the Vaidya case, although v is global co-
ordinate, the metric is non-analytic in v. The global vacuum i.e. v-vacuum in the collapse
geometry, unlike in the case for the Kruskal (Hartle-Hawking) vacuum in the eternal SAdS
spacetime, is not preserved under any isometry.
For points to the future of the shell, i.e. v > 0 or regions I and II, we can pretend
that we are in an eternal SAdSd+1 geometry. In particular, for region I, local bulk operator
insertions can be reconstructed from the CFT data by using the smearing functions for the
corresponding region of the eternal AdS given by (2) (obtained by [25]) with support on the
spacelike separated region of the (complexified) conformal boundary. This is demonstrated
in figure 6, the yellow segment of the boundary supports the smearing for encoding a local
bulk insertion at the point P in region I. The smearing expression is identical to (2) but we
rewrite it here in a form with new labels for convenience,
Φ(P ) =
ˆ
spacelike
dt′dθ′dΩ′d−2 KSAdS(P |t′, θ′,Ω′d−2) O(t′, θ′,Ω′d−2). (16)
14Here in the shell collapse example, the “equipartition” is not happening in position space as the per-
turbation is spherically symmetric in the bulk and consequently energy injection is uniform all over the
boundary. But this spreading happens in energy space, involving levels around E.
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Similarly for a local bulk operator inserted at a point S in region III in the diagram, due to
the fact that the entire spacelike separated region with respect to S is pure AdS, it is very
easy to write down a smearing expression using the pure AdS smearing function [14, 15]:
Φ(S) =
ˆ
spacelike
dt′dθ′dΩ′d−2 KAdS(S|t′, θ′,Ω′d−2)O(t′, θ′,Ω′d−2).
Recall that θ is imaginary.
However, in general for operator insertions in regions II, III and IV , one cannot simply
apply this recipe. In general cases the lightcones bounding spacelike regions may cross the
shell and one needs to continue/ propagate modes across the shell to reach the right bound-
ary (see figure 7). Such a construction was carried out for the AdS2 shell collapse in [22]
but that construction was greatly aided and simplified by the fact that in 1 + 1 spacetime
dimensions, the geometry is always locally pure AdS2 and hence one can, in essence, use
the AdS2 spacelike Green’s functions to construct the smearing function in all parts of the
spacetime15. Below we will consider each region in increasing order of complexity in their
boundary smearing reconstruction.
4.2 Points to the past of the shell (region IV )
For region IV , such as a point R in figure 7 where a local bulk operator is inserted, we can
again use a spacelike Green’s function for pure AdS, say GAdS [14, 15] to express the bulk
operator as a sum of an integral over the boundary (segment AB) and an integral over the
surface of the shock on the v → 0− (segment BR′) using Green’s theorem [22];
ΦR =
ˆ
v′=0−
√
h|v=0−dr′dΩ′d−1 [Φ(v′, r′)∇vGAdS(R|v′, r′)−GAdS(R|v′, r′)∇vΦ(v′, r′)]
+
ˆ
r′→∞
√
h|r′→∞dv′dΩ′d−1 [Φ(v′, r′)∇r′GAdS(R|v′, r′)−GAdS.(R|v′, r′)∇rΦ(v′, r′)] .
This is indicated in cyan on figure 7. Of course the second integral, i.e. the one over the
asymptotic boundary is converted to a smearing function integral (as was done in [22]) using
15Such a result, obviously would apply for 2+1 dimensions as well, since even in 2+1 dimensions, the metric
is also always locally pure AdS3. In fact the AdS2 construction can be understood as a dimensional reduction
of the AdS3 collapse (reduction of three dimensional general relativity to two-dimensional Jackiw-Teitelboim
gravity).
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Figure 7: Smearing regions for operator insertions to the past of shock.
the fall-off behaviors of Φ and GAdS as the
√
hG∂r′Φ term vanishes in the limit r
′ → ∞.
However one needs some work on the integral expression over the surface of the shock, BR′
to turn it into an integral over the asymptotic boundary, BC. The first step in this direction
is to use appropriate matching conditions to translate fields and their (normal) derivatives
from the v → 0− side to the v → 0+ side. The matching conditions for the field and
the normal derivatives of the field can be easily obtained by integrating the Klein-Gordon
equation across the shock. Since there are no sources on the shock, both the field and its
normal derivative are continuous across the shock.
Φ(v → 0−, r,Ω) = Φ(v → 0+, r,Ω),
∇vΦ|v→0− = ∇vΦ|v→0+ . (17)
Thus we have now, the intermediate expression,
ΦR(v, r,Ωd−1) =
ˆ
v′=0+
√
hdr′dΩ′d−1 [Φ(v
′, r′)∇vGAdS(R|v′, r′)−GAdS.(R|v′, r′)∇vΦ(v′, r′)]
+
ˆ 0
v
dv′
ˆ
dΩ′d−1 KAdS(ti(v), r,Ωd−1|t′i(v′),Ω′d−1)O∆(t′i(v′),Ω′d−1).
Then the second step is to use the smearing representation for fields outside horizon in a
SAdS background i.e. (2), for the fields on the v → 0+ side of the shock. So we arrive at
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the following expression for the field as a smeared operator,
ΦR =
ˆ t(C)
0
dt′′dΩ′′d−1K
′
SAdS(R|t′′,Ω′′d−1)O∆(t′′,Ω′′d−1)
+
ˆ 0
v
dv′
ˆ
dΩ′d−1 KAdS(ti(v), r,Ωd−1|t′i(v′),Ω′d−1)O∆(t′i(v′),Ω′d−1). (18)
where
K ′SAdS(R|t′′,Ω′′d−1) =
ˆ
v′=0+
√
hdr′dΩ′d−1
[
KSAdS(tf (v
′), r′,Ω′d−1|t′′,Ω′′d−1)
←→∇ vGAdS(R|v′, r′)
]
.
Here t(C) is the time coordinate for the point C on the boundary in figure 7.
4.3 Points inside the black hole horizon (region II)
For local bulk operator insertions in region II such as Q in figure 8, one needs to proceed
in the following steps.16
1. Use a retarded Green’s function in a Schwarzschild AdS geometry, i.e. GSAdS, to express
a field at Q as sum over an integral over the future horizon and an integral over the
surface of the shock on the side of region II i.e. v′ → 0+
17.
This is indicated by the segments AO and OB in yellow in figure 8.
ΦQ =
ˆ
v′=0+
√
hdr′dΩ′d−1 [Φ(v
′, r′)∇⊥GSAdS(Q|v′, r′)−GSAdS.(Q|v′, r′)∇⊥Φ(v′, r′)]
+
ˆ
r′=r0
√
hdv′dΩ′d−1 [Φ(v
′, r′)∇⊥GSAdS(Q|v′, r′)−GSAdS.(Q|v′, r′)∇⊥Φ(v′, r′)] .
16For a similar back-evolving construction for BHs at infinite N , see [42].
17In doing this we are directly encountering the so called trans-Planckian problem [43, 37, 44], the energy
of collision of the back-moving scalar particle from Q with the shell at v → 0+ spills over into energies higher
than any UV cut-off scale. However recall that a) at this point we are at strictly infinite N or infinite Planck
energy, and even at finite N we are assuming that b) the infalling shell is not charged under the scalar field,
so collision does not transfer energy. We revisit this issue in section 7 where we demonstrate that, despite
the fact that our argument here fails when the field interacts with gravity, we can provide an adhoc working
formula in section 7 even in the presence of gravitational interactions. We do not have a more satisfactory
resolution at this moment.
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Figure 8: The Penrose diagram depicting smearing domains for points inside the black hole
horizon, such as Q.
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We have introduced ∇⊥ as a shorthand for “normal derivative” and we shall stick to
this notation henceforth to reduce clutter.
2. Use matching conditions, (17) to express the field and its derivative in the integral over
the shock on the v → 0+ side to those on the v → 0− side i.e. the locally pure AdS
side.
ΦQ =
ˆ
v′=0−
√
hdr′dΩ′d−1 [Φ(v
′, r′)∇⊥GSAdS(Q|v′, r′)−GSAdS.(Q|v′, r′)∇⊥Φ(v′, r′)]
+
ˆ
r′=r0
√
hdv′dΩ′d−1 [Φ(v
′, r′)∇⊥GSAdS(Q|v′, r′)−GSAdS.(Q|v′, r′)∇⊥Φ(v′, r′)] .
3. For the fields in the integral over the future horizon, i.e. segment OB, now use the SAdS
smearing function, equation (2) to express it as an integral of the timelike boundary
segment Y Z in figure 8.
ΦQ =
ˆ
v′=0−
√
hdr′dΩ′d−1
[
Φ(v′, r′)
←→∇ ⊥GSAdS(Q|v′, r′)
]
+
ˆ ∞
0
dtfdΩ
′′
d−1 O∆(v′′,Ω′′d−1)(ˆ
r′=r0
√
hdv′dΩ′d−1
[
KSAdS(v
′, r′,Ω′d−1|v′′,Ω′′d−1)
←→∇ ⊥GSAdS(Q|v′, r′,Ω′d−1)
])
.
(19)
4. Now, the integral over the surface of the shock, AO has to be manipulated into an
integral over the timelike boundary in the right. Again, to accomplish this we use
the retarded AdS Green’s function to map it on the surfaces indicated by the green
segments A′O′ ( i.e r = 0) and OO′. So we have,
Φ(v → 0−, r′,Ω′)
=
ˆ
r′=0
√
hdv′′dΩ′′d−1 Φ(v
′′, r′′ = 0,Ω′′d−1)
←→∇ tGAdS(v′ → 0−, r′,Ω′d−1|v′′, r′′ = 0,Ω′′d−1)
+
ˆ
r=r0
√
hdv′′dΩ′′d−1
[
Φ(v′′, r′′ = 0,Ω′′d−1)
←→∇ ⊥GSAdS(v′ → 0−, r′,Ω′d−1|v′′, r′′,Ω′′d−1)
]
.
5. The integral over the Green segment, OO′ which is a null segment on pure AdS, can be
expressed as a sum of integrals over the boundary portion, XY and the surface of the
shock on the pure AdS side i.e. v → 0−, if we substitute the fields appearing on the
segment OO′ by data on XY and OY using a spacelike AdS Green’s function, GAdS
[13, 14, 15]. The XY integral is of course a smearing integral.
Φ(OO′) =
ˆ
XY
KAdS(OO
′|XY ) O∆(XY )
+
ˆ
OY
Φ(OY )
←→∇ ⊥GAdS(OO′|OY ).
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Here to reduce clutter we have adopted a condensed notation where, the coordinates
of a point on a segment, say OO′ is suppressed and represented also by OO′, i.e.
(v, t,Ω)OO′ ≡ OO′.
6. The second integral in step 5, over OY can be expressed as a smearing integral over
Y Z in the following way. First we use continuity of fields across the shock to turn the
integral into an integral on the SAdS side i.e. v → 0+. Then we replace those fields
by their SAdS smearing representation on the boundary domain, Y Z.ˆ
OY
Φ(OY )
←→∇ ⊥GAdS(OO′|OY ) =
ˆ
Y Z
O(Y Z)
(ˆ
OY
KSAdS(OY |Y Z)←→∇ ⊥GAdS(OO′|OY )
)
.
Thus combining the results of steps 5 and 6 we have reduced the integral over OO′ in
step 4 to a boundary integral over the boundary domain, XZ.
7. Next, we map the A′O′ integral to a sum of integrals over the brown segments O′O′′
and A′′O′′ by using the retarded AdS Green’s function to replace the fields on A′O′ to
data on O′O′′ and A′′O′′
Φ(v′′, r′′ = 0,Ω′′) =
ˆ
O′O′′
Φ(O′O′′)
←→∇ ⊥GAdS(v′′, r′′ = 0,Ω′′|O′O′′)
+
ˆ
A′′O′′
[
Φ(A′′O′′)
←→∇ ⊥GSAdS(v′′, r′′ = 0,Ω′′|A′′O′′)
]
.
8. Finally, we use the pure AdS smearing function to rewrite the integral over the segment
O′′A′′ to a boundary integral over the domain, XY . And, analogous to the way we did
for OO′, we now rewrite the integral over the O′O′′ as a boundary integral over the
segment XZ.
Φ(O′O′′) =
ˆ ∞
t(X)
dt
ˆ
dΩKAdS(O
′O′′|t,Ω)O∆(t,Ω),
Φ(A′′O′′) =
ˆ 0
t(X)
dt
ˆ
dΩKAdS(A
′′O′′|t,Ω)O∆(t,Ω).
Here again we have used a condensed notation.
9. Finally we plug the expressions of steps 8 into step 7 and which in turn is plugged
into the step 4 and that in turn is plugged in equation (19) . Since all these nested
substitutions make the final appearance of ΦQ very cumbersome, we just represent here
schematically the result,
Φ(Q) =
ˆ 0
vmin
dt dΩK−(Q|t,Ω)O(t,Ω) +
ˆ ∞
v
dt dΩK+(Q|t,Ω)O(t,Ω). (20)
where vmin = t(X), time coordinate of the point X on the boundary. K
± denotes the
smearing functions supported to the future/ past of the shell.
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4.4 Points to the past of the shell with r < r0 (region III)
Such a bulk operator insertion is indicated at the point S in the figure 9. We will be
completely schematic about this case as all relevant mathematical expressions can be reduced
to those which have already been covered in the previous cases. At the first step, we proceed
identically as we did for an insertion at the point R in region IV in figure 7, i.e. express
the field as an integreal over the shock BS ′ and a part of the boundary to the past of v = 0,
i.e. AB using Green’s theorem. Then the integral over the shock, i.e. BS ′ needs to be split
up into an integral of the parts of the shock inside and outside the horizon, i.e. OS ′ and
BO respectively. Then for BO and AB we can proceed again identically as we did for the
boundary construction of the data on BR′ and AB in figure 7, while for the OS ′ integral
we can proceed as in step 4 of subsection 4.3 for the segment OA in figure 8.
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Figure 9: Smearing regions for bulk operator insertions in the trapped region to the past of
shock.
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5 Finite N effects: early and late time cut-offs on the
smearing functions
In this section we consider the effects of the finiteness of N on the question of reconstructing
local bulk observables from the boundary data. Here our strategy is to follow the general
principle outlined in [25]. They found that for finite but largeN , it is indeed possible to recon-
struct approximately local bulk and the deviation from exact locality is non-perturbatively
small in N , i.e. ∼ e−N . This slight departure from locality holds for operator insertions near
to or within the black hole horizon. Their approximately local construction was based on a
very specific course graining procedure which is designed to overlook late time effects in a
finite N CFT. Late time effects in a finite N CFT can overhaul thermal behavior. In the
smearing construction this translates to imposing a late time cut-off, tmax in the smearing
integral,
tmax ∝ N
∆
.
Beyond this time the CFT correlators, so to say, “recoheres” away from its “thermal” behav-
ior and it ruins bulk locality completely. This coarse-graining procedure consists of removing
such parts of the CFT correlator unlike the more common form of coarse graining where we
usually “average over” microstates. In case of the eternal SAdS black hole it suffices to
remove the late time parts of the CFT, but in our case of a pure state black hole formed
by a quench, this late time cut-off is not enough. One also needs to throw away the “early
time” part of the CFT correlators when they are yet to loose the memory of their initial
pure state. This initial time, say tmin, prior to which the pure state or eigenstate does not
appear to be well approximated by a mixed thermal state is not very well understood or well
reported quantity in the literature. Since ETH is still a relatively new field, only few studies
have appeared which have considered the effects of finite N [45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52].
However one can try to make an estimate of this time. Since this time is a decoherence
time because observables lose phase information associated with off-diagonal terms (see e.g.
appendix A), it is expected to be exponentially suppressed with size of the Hilbert space or
number density of states around the energy E, n(E) = eS(E) 18. Near thermal equilibrium,
the dissipation timescales are set by dimensional reasons in a CFT to be that of inverse
18Note that in fermionic systems, the number of states/levels around energy E increases with the total
number of atoms/degrees of freedom due to level-splitting as a result of Pauli exclusion principle. So while
keeping the subsystem size fixed, increasing the size or number of degrees of freedom of complement results
in increase of density of states and hence improves decoherence. The complement acts as a better and better
heat reservoir.
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temperature. So we arrive at a heuristic expression for the decoherence time to be,19
tmin ∼ e
−αS
β
. (21)
Here α is some positive number. Now, in the infinite N limit, this time evidently vanishes
and the CFT thermalizes instantly. However at finite but large values of N this time is
small but still non-vanishing. Prior to this time, CFT correlators show strong depedence
on the initial pure state as well, as they are yet to “decohere” i.e. yet to lose crucial phase
information for off-diagonal terms. Bulk reconstruction expressions from the last section
must now be modified. All integrals from time coordinates (0,∞),(0, v) and (v,∞) must be
replaced by the ranges (tmin, tmax), (tmin, v) and (v, tmax) respectively. For example, bulk
operators in region II such as an operator inserted at R, the infinite N expression (18) must
now be modified:
ΦNR =
ˆ tmax
tmin
dt′′dΩ′′d−1K
′
SAdS(R|t′′,Ω′′d−1)O∆(t′′,Ω′′d−1)
+
ˆ 0
v
dv′
ˆ
dΩ′d−1 KAdS(ti(v), r,Ωd−1|t′i(v′),Ω′d−1)O∆(t′i(v′),Ω′d−1).
We indicate this modified smearing in figure 10. Here we note two points:
1. We did not insert a cut off in the integration domain which is to the past of the quench
or shock i.e. v → 0− in the second term, but we did so in the first term, v → 0+,
because the CFT decoheres after the quench.
2. For insertion points, R which are close to the boundary, the domain of integration
never reaches tmax, and in that case the upper cut-off is redundant. However when
R approaches the horizon, then the smearing domain might extend beyond tmax and
hence needs to be cut off.
We are especially interested in operator insertions inside the horizon such as at points
like Q of figure 8 at finite N . For this case, we need to impose both early and late time
19Note that tmin is not a time scale at which point the correlation function behaves badly or shows a
behavior of thermality. Rather this time scale is important from the point of view of smearing function,
which we assume to be vanishing before this time scale. In some sense, this can be understood as quantifying
our ignorance about the precise microscopic structure constituting the horizon and beyond (which could be
something like fuzzball e.g.) and rather estimating the non-localities one has to introduce to obtain an
approximate semiclassical description behind horizon even at finite N . This is in line with the cut-off
applied in [25], where again, it was not the correlation function alone which is badly behaved after this time
scale, but rather the whole convolution of the correlation function with the smearing function.
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Figure 10: Smearing regions for operator insertions to the past of shock at finite N . The
smearing integral domain to the past of the shock in cyan i.e. AB, remains unchanged, while
the integral over BC is cut off at the lower limit i.e. tmin (yellow segment). In the event
when R approaches the horizon, C will shift higher up in the boundary and we shall have to
truncate the integral at tmax.
cut-offs, since the smearing domain extends across the shock, i.e. t = 0 and all the way to
future infinity. This is displayed in figure 11. Analogous modifications would need to be
done for insertions in the trapped region, III.
It is interesting to estimate the departure from bulk locality as a result of this early time
cut-off. Since we are excluding the region from t = 0 to t = tmin which is a very small region,
we can approximate this excluded contribution by the size of the region, ∆t = (tmin − 0)
times the value of the integrand I at the lower limit i.e. t = 0.
ˆ tmin
0
dt dΩ I(t,Ω) ≈ tmin
ˆ
dΩ I(0,Ω) · · · ∝ e
−αS
β
.
This will be true for any integrals, including that of commtuators of spacelike separated
bulk operators. So the change in locality i.e. in the commutators would be ∼ e−αN which is
non-perturbatively small in N (in the black hole case, S ∝ N).
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Figure 11: Finite N modifications to the smearing domains for points inside the black hole
horizon, such as Q. The part of smearing integral indicated by the cyan segment (which
previously covered the entire Y Z at infinite N) is now cut off at both early and late times.
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6 Discussions and relation to other approaches
In this concluding section, we want to explore the implications of our bulk reconstruction by
smearing functions vis-a`-vis the black hole information paradox. This paradox is one of the
long standing and most studied problems in recent times. Specifically after the discovery of
the firewall paradox [53],[54], the original paradox of Hawking has been further sharpened.
Various proposals in favor and against this firewall argument have been suggested and the
existing literature on this is already quite vast which we do not list out here. In this section,
we spell out the status of our framework by comparing and contrasting it with few existing
proposals of bulk reconstruction for black holes in AdS.
The firewall proposal originally arose from trying to simultaneously satisfy the following
semiclassical notions in black hole physics and finds a negative answer20
1. Unitarity of the physical process (in other words, existence of a unitary S-matrix)
during black hole formation and its eventual evaporation,
2. Validity of semiclassical physics in the near and outside horizon region of the black
hole,
3. To an external observer, the black hole is a quantum system with discrete spectrum
and
4. Validity of equivalence principle near the horizon which, in other words, is the existence
of the smooth horizon to an infalling observer.
While firewall goes for the breakdown of the last scenario, an alternative way out is the
violation of semiclassical physics in the near horizon region. Although the local curvature
near a macroscopic black hole is low enough to neglect quantum gravity corrections, it should
be noted that the violation of semiclassical physics can arise from precisely such small but
nonlocal corrections going as 1/N or e−N . In fact most of the recent resolutions hinging on
this breakdown of semiclassical physics is manifested by the dependence of early radiation
on the modes just inside the horizon. Such non-locality could be arising from a smooth
wormhole type structure between these two modes [55] or just due to the non-perturbative
20More precisely, it arose from trying to reconcile strong subadditivity property of entanglement entropy
between three quantum systems during a black hole evaporation process: early Hawking radiation (radiation
emitted from a black hole before Page time), late radiation residing near but outside the horizon and Hawking
modes just inside the horizon.
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effects [16],[25],[35],[56]. Such non-locality was also a key aspect of the previous black hole
complementarity picture [57].
Below, we will mostly concern ourselves with this above mentioned non-locality induced
by 1/N or e−N effects. For example, Papadodimas-Raju (PR) [35],[56] and even earlier works
[16],[25] explicitly constructed such non-local operators in the framework of AdS/ CFT21,
which implies that, when recast in terms of early modes and inside modes, these two physical
systems are actually not independent.
6.1 Comparison with Papadodimas-Raju proposal
So far we have discussed the most natural way (as it seems to us) to extend the smearing
construction to finite N , for local bulk operators behind the horizon of pure state black
holes. As mentioned before, an alternative construction has been done by PR, where such
sub-horizon bulk operators were constructed for both one-sided and two-sided black holes.
We find it particularly useful to discuss their approach in some detail as it sheds light on
how to apply these non-locality techniques to the firewall problem. This prescription in-
volves the necessity for introducing a second set of CFT operators O˜, besides the usual
quasi-primary operators O that we discussed before. These O˜ operators were called “mirror
operators” which are defined by certain properties or rules when they act on a particular
CFT state. In PR construction, these O and O˜ operators and their relation to the bulk fields
are expressed in the momentum space, where they behave like the usual creation-annihilation
operators. At large N it is clear that for two-sided eternal black hole geometries, for both
the smearing and PR prescriptions to be equivalent, the set of operators on the left side
of the CFT should be related (but not same) to the requisite mirror operators [35]. It is
a priori not clear whether any such connections are present for the present case, i.e. AdS-
Vaidya geometry. Our analytically continued “left” CFT and the left operators can only
be defined in near thermal states (states with energy density O(N)), not for any arbitrary
CFT state. Incidentally, the PR mirror operators can be explicitly constructed for the geon
geometries [59] mentioned before and presumably also similarly for eternal SAdS geometries.
For one sided black holes at finite N , these two approaches have quite a few commonalities
and differences. First of all, both the constructions have a strong notion of “background-
21Thus in these references and in the present work we primarily address AdS black holes, while we anticipate
similar resolutions for more phenomenological situations in flat spacetime. An alternate (and somewhat
complementary to the non-local business) resolution to firewall would be that at the late times, the quantum
gravity path integral is dominated by geometries without a horizon (the modification of horizon due to such
1/N or e−N factors as mentioned above) [31],[58].
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dependence” built into them. This is already incorporated in PR as well, which also has a
notion of “state dependence”.22 The issue of state dependence is very well discussed in PR,
where the mirror operators satisfy some required properties on a given CFT state |Ψ〉. In
position space, the background dependence can be understood as the presence of different
smearing function construction for different background spacetimes [56]. It is not quite clear
whether HKLL prescription is necessarily state dependent and so far the answer seems to be
negative.
State dependent property of both this smearing function and PR construction plays a
very important role in circumventing the no-go theorems against the possibility of such
sub-horizon operator reconstruction from the CFT [53],[43],[60]. They have been nicely
summarized in [56]. However, there are further arguments against the state dependent con-
struction for non-equilibrium states as discussed in e.g. [61] and [62]. It remains an important
question on how to fully incorporate a non-equilibrium phenomena in such state dependent
construction (although for a recent discussion along this line see [37]). It also remains to be
seen whether it is at all possible or meaningful to construct a state independent ‘smearing
operator’ as argued in one of our earlier paper [19].
However, the real difference between the smearing approach and the PR mirror construc-
tion is in how to treat the finite N non-local effects mentioned before. One needs to remember
that the firewall proposal and their resolutions deal with a situation where the quantum grav-
ity effects are manifest due to the finiteness of the Hilbert space (fields have finite matrix
dimensions N) or entropy of the CFT S. However, N is also large enough so that one can still
talk about small quantum gravity effects around a semiclassical backgrounds without going
to a full, unknown non-local quantum “geometry”. In PR construction, the finite N effects
come into play when we go beyond the lower point functions in the bulk or the boundary,
where the number of operator insertions n is much smaller with respect to the CFT central
charge. If n is large enough (for an estimate see [56], [62]), then the ‘edge effects’ lead to
the breakdown of large N factorization property of the CFT state and hence of a local bulk
description. This type of non-local effects are visible also in the smearing construction and
they are the (non-perturbative in) 1/N corrections to the thermal state. As discussed in [18],
even though it is possible to construct a local bulk operator at infinite N by adding a tower
of smeared higher dimensional multi-trace boundary operators, this procedure fails for finite
N due to stringy exclusion principle [63]. But in our approach the non-perturbative effects
are included by making our bulk insensitive to the precise microstates or precise information
about the collapsing pure state. Namely the position space smearing representation of the
22The status of state dependence is currently under investigation, especially whether it might imply an
“observable” violation of Born rule in quantum mechanics. We won’t be elaborating on this issue further.
For more details see e.g. [37].
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bulk operator explicitly shows the importance of the late time behavior of the CFT corre-
lation function towards the construction of locality. This requires one to put the late time
cut-off on the correlation functions, which in turn makes the bulk fields non-perturbatively
non-local (by an order e−S/2) [25]. The fact that these late time cut-offs are extremely impor-
tant for studying the physics close to the horizon and hence for issues regarding firewalls, is
not clearly or directly visible in the momentum space and other similar constructions where
the support of the bulk to boundary transfer function is extended over the entire boundary
regardless of the location of the resulting bulk operator close to or far away from the horizon.
However, as mentioned in [25], this might suggest the appearance of a firewall after ‘Page
time’ for a large non-evaporating AdS black hole 23 when an infalling observer can in principle
measure an order eS/2 numbers of commutators. [25] show that circa tmax, correlators, and
hence commutators, in a finite N CFT begin to deviate from thermal behavior by an amount
of order e−S/2 and cumulative deviation due to the ability to measure eS/2 commutators is
O(1). This O(1) quantum correction at the horizon can be viewed as a firewall. However,
this appearance of the firewall could just be an artifact of only considering the semiclassical
saddle point geometries [58]. To truly avoid firewall, it might be essential to consider ge-
ometries without a horizon which might get important at later times in the quantum gravity
path integral.
Note that even though we simply extend the infinite N smearing construction for sub-
horizon operator insertions to finite N , without independently arguing against the objections
raised in e.g. [43] or [60], our construction is completely fine. The reason here is that the
background dependent nature of the construction of the smearing function precisely avoids
these objections, just like PR construction, and simultaneously shows the effects of both 1/N
and e−S towards bulk locality. Whereas PR extends the local operator construction for pure
state cases by arguing for the presence of Mirror operators in any CFT, here we achieve the
construction by incorporating either a ‘second set’ of operators by analytically continuing
them in imaginary time or by using a combination of retarded AdS Green’s function and the
smearing function. It remains to be seen, whether this procedure could be equivalent to the
23Although large black holes do not evaporate, they do radiate Hawking quanta and reabsorb the emitted
quanta. It is fair to call tmax ∼ βS as the Page time because by this time, the black hole has radiated (and
reabsorbed) half its entropy and in principle an observer measuring these quanta can extract one single bit
of information. It can be checked that this general expression, βS, in the small AdS black hole limit reduces
to the more familiar expression of the Page time scale of order M3 we associate with asymptotically flat
black hole (in 3+1-dimensions).
Bulk insertions in the black hole exterior which are to the future of tmax cannot be reconstructed as
their entire CFT smearing domain (spacelike separated boundary points) fall in the cut-off/excision region.
Moreover, it is interesting to note that this is precisely the time scale where the many saddle point sum
approach in the case of AdS3 breaks down [30].
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construction of Mirror operators in any sense.
7 Outlook
There are couple of issues that we would want to understand better in the future. As
we mentioned before, some of the most immediate problems are to understand the state
dependence and their role in information problem. It would also be pleasing to see how to
understand or incorporate the effect of stringy exclusion principle in violating locality. Such
effects are also non-perturbative in 1/N expansion, but their precise formulation still needs to
be clarified.24 A natural question is how or if the stringy exclusion principle lead to the same
effects as to putting a late (and/ or early) time cut-off in the CFT. One other immediate issue
is the trans-Planckian problem. There are two related issues here. First issue is regarding the
collision of the back-evolving field quanta with the infalling shell at trans-Planckian energies,
briefly alluded to in footnote ?? [43, 44], which comes back if the bulk fields we considered are
the same fields which constitute the matter of the shell falling in to create the black hole in
the first place. The second issue is that to back-evolve sub-horizon bulk fields and map them
to region I, leads to the precarious step of using trans-Planckian energies due to the red-
shifting effect of the horizon. Restricting to low (sub-Planckian) energies, as it should be for
field theory in curved spacetime to be valid, means limiting the bulk reconstruction of sub-
horizon operators to a timescale after formation of the black hole to Schwarzschild times of
order βlogS, where S is the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy [37, 64]. This is of course the black
hole “scrambling time” [65, 66]. Then our Green’s function approach for bulk reconstruction
certainly encounters a trans-Planckian problem for post-scrambling sub-horizon insertions.
At infinite N of course S is infinite and we can describe the full interior, but at finite N
reconstruction of interiors of horizon is thwarted beyond the scrambling time. However, we
briefly note here that this is not an insurmountable difficulty. If instead of using the retarded
Green’s function method of 4.3, we use the smearing function for sub-horizon insertions for
post-scrambling times like Q using “complexified time” expression (12), we never encounter
trans-Planckian energies either in the collision or in region I. Thus we arrive at a very
nice picture for the collapse black hole. Before the passage of one scrambling time after
the formation of the horizon/black hole, the collapse black hole interior is different from the
eternal black hole as evident in the Green’s functions used to back-evolve fields into region
I. But after the passage of time of the order of the scrambling time after the formation of
24There are non-local effects which are perturbative in 1/N due to interactions but we do not need to
worry about them as the non-locality they induce can be removed by redefining the bulk operator, i.e. by
adding smeared multi-trace operators order by order in 1/N to the leading planar single trace operator [18].
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the black hole, the interior is approximated better by the interior of eternal black hole. This
is of course a superficial argument to sidestep the trans-Planckian issue, perhaps deserving
more scrutiny, and we would like to think of this as still an open issue.
Finally, there is the more interesting case of an evaporating or small black hole. There
we are dealing with a situation with a metastable state of false vacuum in the CFT, which
ultimately decays to a stable state (thermal AdS). Our work in this paper does not seem to
address that situation as we have not taken into account the backreaction from the emitted
Hawking quanta. However we believe that a similar progress can be made in developing
CFT construction/description by proceeding along the lines of [67, 68].
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APPENDIX
A A Pre´cis on Eigenstate thermalization
The idea of eigenstate thermalization was introduced to explain relaxation in isolated quan-
tum systems following a large perturbation or sudden injection of large amount of energy.
The idea is that in an isolated many body system put in a pure state, (coarse-grained) ob-
servables such as correlation functions of operators which are supported on a (small) proper
subset of the system “thermalizes” to their microcanonical ensemble correlation function25.
25For a CFTd in volume V , we have S ∼
(
cV Ed−1
) 1
d , where c is some generalized notion of central charge
in d-dimensions which also serves as the planar factorization parameter, c ∼ N2. This is a generalization
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A heuristic way of motivating this phenomenon is by considering a subsystem or a subset of
degrees of freedom and likening the complement of the subsystem to act as a “heat bath”
with respect to the subsystem. The interactions of the subsystem with the complement turn
the reduced density matrix of the subsystem to appear arbitrarily close to the canonical
or suitable grand canonical ensemble to an arbitrary degree of accuracy in inverse powers
of the total number of degrees of freedom, say N . So in the large N limit, any subsystem
with “size” parametrically smaller than N would appear same as their thermal averages [71].
The whole system of course is still in a pure state and initial state information is hidden in
cross-correlations between observables/operators with support on the subsystem and observ-
ables with support in the complement. In particular this pure state can even be an energy
eigenstate of the full N -body Hamiltonian, hence the name “eigenstate” thermalization. If
the system is integrable then the subsystems are in some sense free or independent and the
system never equilibrates or relaxes. Consider a system of N degrees of freedom placed in
a pure state, not necessarily an energy eigenstate, which is expressed as follows in energy
basis,
|Ψ(0)〉 =
∑
i
|Ei〉〈Ei|Ψ(0)〉.
Here we are assuming the range of energies over which the state has significant support is
sufficiently narrow compared to the mean energy,
∆E =
√
〈H2〉 − 〈H〉2  〈H〉.
This constrains the coefficients,∑
iE
2
i ||〈Ei|Ψ(0)〉||2
(
∑
iEi||〈Ei|Ψ(0)〉||2)2
− 1 1.
After time t the state evolves to,
|Ψ(t)〉 =
∑
i
|Ei〉〈Ei|Ψ(0)〉e−iEit
Now the expectation value of a local operator at time t from such an initial state is,
〈Ψ(t)|O|Ψ(t)〉 =
∑
i,j
〈Ej|O|Ei〉〈Ei|Ψ(0)〉〈Ej|Ψ(0)〉∗e−i(Ei−Ej)t
=
∑
i
〈O〉i||〈Ei|Ψ(0)〉||2 +
∑
i 6=j
〈Ej|O|Ei〉〈Ei|Ψ(0)〉〈Ej|Ψ(0)〉∗e−i(Ei−Ej)t.
(22)
of the Cardy formula for the asymptotic density of states of a 1+1-dimensional CFT to arbitrary spacetime
dimensions. This implies the microcanonical ensemble at energy E is equivalent to the canonical ensemble
at inverse temperature β ∼ (cV/E) 1d . This can be derived from the relationship of the Hawking temperature
and the mass of the SAdS black hole with its dual CFT on a Sd−1 (with radius R, i.e. the bulk AdS radius)
and at a temperature equal to the Hawking temperature of the black hole [70].
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Now at this point both the diagonal term as well as the off-diagonal term look to be com-
pletely dependent on initial pure state, indicated by the explicit dependence on the expansion
coefficients 〈Ei|Ψ(0)〉. Only the second term is however time-dependent. If this term, being
a sum of a large number of random phases, vanishes due to mutual cancellations, then we
are left with contributions from diagonal elements (this is known as the diagonal ensemble
in the statistical physics literature):
〈Ψ(t)|O|Ψ(t)〉 ≈
∑
i
〈O〉i||〈Ei|Ψ(0)〉||2,
which is still an explicit function of the initial state and does not look at all like a canonical
ensemble average. Here we need the second ingredient or assumption of the eigenstate
thermalization hypothesis - the correlators/observable O must be smooth function of energy
(expectation value):
〈O〉 ∼ 〈O(〈E〉)〉
Then, a small spread in energy of the original initial state implies a small spread in 〈O〉 as
well
〈O〉i ∼ 〈O(〈E〉〉+O(Ei − E).
Using this and omitting the time-dependent off diagonal terms in (22), we get,
〈Ψ(t)|O|Ψ(t)〉 ∼ 〈O〉(〈E〉) +O(Ei − E).
Thus the pure state expectation value “relaxes” to the microcanonical average as soon as the
off-diagonal time-dependent terms in (22) become negligible. We shall call this time duration
(following a violent perturbation of the system), the ETH thermalization or ETH decoherence
time, tmin. This nomenclature is justified since after this time-scale the (sub)system loses
crucial phase information contained in the off-diagonal terms, equivalent to losing memory
of the initial state. Once this time is past, the system is in the diagonal ensemble and by the
second assumption of ETH, the diagonal ensemble for operators which is a smooth function
of energy is the canonical ensemble. This second term in the rhs of (22) being an interference
or “noise” term, is inversely proportional to number of states in the range (〈E〉, 〈E〉+ ∆E).
Consequently one expects, the larger the density of states around the energy 〈E〉 the faster
a subsystem would thermalize,
tmin ∼ e−αS(〈E〉), α > 0.
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